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MATHEMATICS 
ON THE CONNECTED-OPEN TOPOLOGY 
BY 
WILLIAM J. PERVIN *) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLoosTERMAN at the meeting of June 25, 1966) 
l. INTRODUCTION 
IRUDAYANATHAN and NAIMPALLY (I] have introduced a topology for 
function spaces yx in which the subset of connected functions is closed 
when Y is completely normal. In this paper we will give negative answers 
to some questions raised by those authors. 
2. CoNNECTED-OPEN ToPOLOGY 
2.1. Definition ([I]): For each connected subset K of X and each 
pair of open subsets U, V of Y, let W(K; U, V) = {/ E YXIf(K) k U u V, 
f(K) ("' U ~ 0, f(K) ("' V ~ 0}. The topology T generated by the sub basis 
{W(K; U, V)} is called the connected-open topology for yx, 
Letting 0-2 denote the subset of yx consisting of all connected (Dar-
boux) functions, Theorem 2.2 of [I] states that 0-2 is closed in (YX, T) 
when Y is completely normal. Question 4.I is whether that theorem is 
true if Y is not completely normal. It is easy to construct a counter-
example with any non-Hausdorff T1-space. The following shows that the 
theorem may not hold if Y is not completely normal, even if Y is a 
connected, compact, Hausdorff (and hence normal) space. 
2.2. Example. Let X =1 = [0, I], the closed unit interval. Let Y =P 
be the modification of the Tichonov "plank" which is described as follows. 
Let W"' and W D denote the spaces of all ordinal numbers less than the 
first infinite and less than the first uncountable ordinal, respectively. Let 
W"' and W D be the same spaces including the next ordinals w and Q, 
respectively. Finally, let W"' * and W D * denote the spaces W"' and W D 
with a copy of an open interval of reals inserted between each ordinal 
and its immediate successor, and the entire set given the order topology. 
We will denote by P the product space W D * x W"' *, which is then a 
connected, compact, Hausdorff space but not completely normal as the 
proof in [2, p. 93] shows. In particular, the subsets A*= WD x {w} and 
B* = {D} x W"' are separated but not contained in disjoint open sets. 
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Furthermore, since they are connected, both A* and B* must lie totally 
within one of any two disjoint open sets containing their union. Because 
of the cardinalities of I and A* U B*, there exists some function mapping 
I onto A* u B* such that the inverse of each point is dense in I. Now 
if this function is contained in a sub basic open set W(K; U, V), the set K, 
being connected, is an interval and so, unless the trivial case of a single 
point, its image is all of A* u B*. But then the open sets U and V cannot 
be disjoint as mentioned above. But then W(K; U, V) also contains a 
constant, and hence connected, function. Thus we have a limit of con-
nected functions which is clearly not a connected function. 
3. A SMALLER TOPOLOGY 
Question 4.2 of [1] is whether T is the smallest topology for yx such 
that C-2 is closed in (YX, T) whenever Y is completely normal. A trivial 
modification of the definition given above is smaller. Let T* denote the 
topology obtained by taking as a subbase only those sets W(K; U, V) 
defined above for which U and V are disjoint. It will be seen immediately 
that the proof given by lRUDAYANATHAN and NAIMPALLY in [1, Th. 2.2] 
remains valid since only such subbasic open sets are used. Thus 0-2 is 
closed in (YX, T*). Furthermore, T* may be strictly smaller than T since 
there are topological spaces with no non-degenerate disjoint open sets. 
Since this is only a trivial change, the question of [1] would still remain: 
whether T* is (in some sense) the smallest topology for yx in which 0-2 
is closed. As formulated, however, the answer to that question is the 
topology of open sets {0, yx -C-2, YX}. Of course what is desired is an 
internal description of a convergence having the properties required. 
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